
Caroline Ryon (4th Year Drama/English): *Oklahoma!*, *So Careless*, *Hedda Gabler* (U.Va. Drama); *Cabaret, Once Upon a Mattress* (FYP).

Isabella Sazak (3rd Year Drama): *Measure for Measure*, *King Lear*, *Desdemona: A Play About A Handkerchief, Much Ado About Nothing* (SorL).

Robert Schwieder (2nd Year Philosophy/Foreign Affairs)

Dorothy Smith (Costume and Technology MFA ’96): *Oliver!, Red White and Tuna, Little Shop of Horrors* (HTF).


Jacquie Walters (3rd Year Theatre/Film Performance): *The Foreigner, Some Girl(s), Oklahoma!, So Careless* (U.Va. Drama); *Thoroughly Modern Millie* (FYP).
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**THE SEAGULL**

by Anton Chekhov

Translated by Christopher Hampton

directed by Amanda McRaven

Culbrent Theatre

February 18–20, 24–27, 2010

CAST

Arkadina....................................................................................................................Laura Rikard
Treplev ......................................................................................................................Geoffrey Culbertson
Sorin .............................................................................................................................R. Charles Wilkerson
Nina ...............................................................................................................................Isabella Sazak
Shamrayev ..................................................................................................................Mark Ambrose
Polina .............................................................................................................................Caroline Ryon
Masha ...........................................................................................................................Jacquie Walters
Trigorin ..........................................................................................................................Andrew Cronacher
Dorn ...............................................................................................................................Napoleon Tavale
Medvedenko .................................................................................................................Robert Schwieder
Yakov .............................................................................................................................Matthew Minnicino
Cook ...............................................................................................................................Norman Reategui
Maid .................................................................................................................................Audrey Edwards

This action takes place in the house and gardens of Sorin’s estate.
There is an interval of two years between Acts Three and Four.
There will be one 15 minute intermission.

DIRECTOR’S NOTES

“You couldn’t do without the theater.” – Pyotr Nikolayevich Sorin

When Chekhov wrote *The Seagull* in 1895, he had a bone to pick with the Russian theater elite. He filled the play with thinly disguised versions of the greatest actors and writers of the day and invited them all to opening night to watch how they would respond to themselves in less than glamorous situations! Ha! Brilliant. When I discovered this anecdote in my research, a play I had long considered dusty sprung to life in my imagination. I wondered what it would be like to try to capture a sense of the palpable friction that must have been in the air the night it debuted. To make the play about the theater – the comedy, melodrama, tragedy, and music...

How do a troupe of university actors in Virginia in 2010 interpret this story? Because I believe that we must interpret, revisit, renew our golden oldies. We cannot simply repeat. Well, I can’t anyway. I love theater that rolls around and explodes and crawls into your hearts or punches you in the gut, or catches your breath, but whatever the verb, it is a verb, not a noun. Even this play has verbs in it. We tried to find them.

Of *The Seagull*, Chekhov wrote, “I am writing it not without pleasure, though I swear fearfully at the conventions of the stage. It’s a comedy, there are three women’s parts, six men’s, four acts, landscapes (view over a lake); a great deal of conversation about literature, little action, tons of love.” We have attempted to swear fearfully at the conventions of the stage, wrap our tongues around the meandering conversations, and honor the tons of love.

Many thanks to a wonderful cast for their bravery and trust, many thanks to you for supporting theater in America. We need you.

– Amanda McRaven, director

WHO’S WHO IN THE SEAGULL

Mark Ambrose (3rd Year Drama)
Geoffrey Culbertson (3rd Year English): *Much Ado About Nothing* (Hammer); *Sweeney Todd, Tartuffe* (Live Arts).
Amanda McRaven (Fulbright ‘08, MFA UC Irvine, MA Massey University, BA Drama/English U.Va.): *Before The Birds* (Hokowhitu Theatre, New Zealand); *Antony and Cleopatra, Henry V, Much Ado About Nothing* (Blackfriars Playhouse); *Polaroid Stories, Orpheus Descending* (UC Irvine); *The Clean House, Boston Marriage* (Live Arts).
Matthew Minnicino (2nd Year Drama/English): *The Importance of Being Earnest, Measure for Measure* (SotL).

Michael Rasbury (Assistant Professor, Sound Design)
Norman Reategui (3rd Year Drama): *She Loves Me* (Spectrum Theater); *Thoroughly Modern Millie, Damn Yankees* (FYP); *Ana en el Tropico* (Spanish Dept).